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Puravankara Ltd

CMP 93 | Target 177 | Potential Upside 90%

BSE Code | 532891

Key Thesis
The Indian real estate sector is witnessing high growth in recent times with a rise in demand for offices & residential spaces. Amidst the real
estate geography; we like the Bengaluru market the most as unsold inventory is at one of the lowest in the country and reduced by 23% in FY22.
Puravankara operates in this territory!
It is expected to see sharp growth till FY27 on back of on-going project sales & upcoming launches. Ongoing project stands at 21.3 million square
feet (MSFT). This is expected to complete by FY27 & generate sales revenues of Rs 14,500 crore. Revenue visibility by FY27 is 15 times FY22 sales
number of Rs 955 crore. In the last three years, 8 out of 10 projects have sold 60% to 70% inventory in the first three-quarters of the launch.
Puravankara achieved its highest-ever pre-sale value in H1FY23, Rs 1,306 Crore, up 43% from Rs 910 Crore in H1FY22.
Last many years, company has just focussed on reducing inventory & debt. Over the last 3.5 years, ready to move inventory reduced by 85% to 0.4
MSFT from 2.7 MSFT in FY18 & inventory is now less than 5% of completed projects. Debt has reduced by Rs 730 crore in last four years & has
come down to Rs 2190 crore.
Stock is currently trading at a cheap Enterprise Value EV/EBITDA of 12 times, while the industry is trading at an average EV/EBITDA of 24 times.
On another valuation matrix (i.e)- Enterprise Value/ Total Area (EV/Area) - the stock is available at Rs 502 per square feet when compared to other
south-based real estate players trading at an average Rs.2500 per square feet. This makes the stock attractive.

Our View
We have discounted the cash flow of FY25 with an 12% of discounting rate to arrive at a target price of Rs 177. This implies absolute
returns of 90% & compounded annual growth returns (CAGR) returns of 30% from FY25 perspective.
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Birla Corporation Ltd

CMP 913 | Target 1462 | Potential Upside 60%

BSE Code | 500335

Key Thesis
Birla Corporation derives 90% of revenues from selling cement. While, balance comes from selling jute products. It is one of the cheapest cement
player on the blocks with an enterprise value per tonne (EV/tonne) of USD 114. Adani recently bought Ambuja & ACC at an EV/tonne of USD 164.
This signifies how cheap Birla Corp valuations are.
Plus, it is expanding capacities at rapid pace. A 4MT plant was commercialized in April 2022 & another 1.2 MT is expected to be commercialized
by the end of this fiscal. This will provide boost to bottomline going forward and return ratio’s are expected to improve as utilization level’s
improve. With these expansion, capacity will increase to 20.5 MT by FY23 and it will become the sixth largest player in this space.
Company is bringing in lot of efficiencies in energy cost which forms around 25% of the overall cost of industry. The main components of energy
cost are coal and petcoke and it is doing a lot on this front to bring these costs down. By end FY23 & FY25, 40% & 60% of coal requirements will
be met by captive coal mines. This will lead to huge cost savings giving fillip to the bottomline.
Government’s focus on infrastructure & capex with record spends of Rs 7.5 trillion in FY23 & upcoming general elections in 2024 coupled with
boom in urban housing demand will keep demand for cement in good stead.

Our View
All this factors, makes us positive on Birla Corporation. Our target price on the stock is Rs 1462 from a FY24 perspective implying a
potential upside of 60% from absolute perspective & 38% compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) from current levels.
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Heranba Industries Ltd

CMP 524 | Target 830 | Potential Upside 58%

BSE Code | 543266

Key Thesis
Despite India having 142 million hectares of land when compared to China’s 128 million, China’s agriculture GDP is higher than that of India’s.
Reason? Lesser consumption of agrochemicals. India’s agrochemical consumption is not even 5% that of China’s leading to less productivity for
the Indian farmers. Hence, there is a dire need to increase India’s farm productivity by using agrochemicals.
Heranaba industries Ltd. It enjoy's a 20% market share in the Pyrethroid industry, which is an essential raw material to manufacturer agrochemicals & specially insecticides.
A pyrethroid is one of the biological molecules that has recently entered the market due to its cost-benefit, low toxicity & low water solubility.
Due to factors like pollution and human health, international agrochemical businesses are moving to less hazardous intermediates like Pyrethroid.
Stricter registration processes across the globe ensures that very few global companies manufacture this product. On average, it takes at least
2-5 years to register a product in any country, which creates entry barriers. This has opened up a huge opportunity for exports for Heranba.
Around 48% of its sales is derived from exports to geographies such as a china,thailand and vietnam.
On domestic front too, since 60% of agrochemicals are dominated by insecticides & since Heranba primarily manufactures raw material or
technical for insecticides, the scope to grow is huge. Its domestic revenues has grown at a CAGR of 30% from FY18-FY22.
Given the opportunity in Pyrethroid space, it is set to expand its manufacturing capacities by almost two times. This expansion plan will bring the
next stage of growth as the current capacity utilization is at 95% & can add Rs 700-800 crores to the topline in next three years.
Another big trigger is its entry in formulation space. Since, it supplies raw material to agrochemicals players- it is already fully backward
integrated. If it creates a good brand of its own, there is a sizable opportunity in the formulation space as well.

Our View
All these factors make us positive on Heranba Industries Ltd . We give an exit multiple of Heranba of 16x times to derive at a target
price of Rs 830 from a March 2024. This implies absolute returns of 58%
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Symphony Ltd
BSE Code | 517385

CMP 855 | Target 1250 | Potential Upside 46%

Key Thesis
As global warming is a reality & summers become more intense, the need for air-coolers will rise! The brand Symphony is well established with a
50% market share in the organized space. With just 25-30% of the overall air-cooler market being organized, this leaves ample space for
Symphony to grow in India. As dealers have inventories replenished, new orders will flow in which will keep FY23 robust for domestic business.
Another growing geography for them is United States. Sales have grown 600% from FY18 to FY22 from Rs 20 crores to Rs 140 crores. Chinese
air-coolers used to dominate the US market. However, the trade wars going on between them has meant large retailers shifting preferences
towards other countries. Symphony has taken advantage of the same & their market share has increased to a commendable 7% from being
miniscule five years ago. This geography holds good potential in the longer run as anti-china sentiments grows.
Industrial coolers is another segment which is very promising. Cooling factories increases productivity of workers & helps them to work
efficiently. Symphony has to create a market for these coolers and it has established a dedicated team towards this vertical. Any favourable
government regulations can be a big growth driver for this vertical.
EBITDA margins had fallen to 15.2% in FY22 from historical margins of around 23% that the company has enjoyed over a period of past fifteen
years. EBITDA margins will recover backed by falling raw material prices coupled with recovery in volumes. We have projected EBITDA margins
of 21.5% In our estimates.
Besides all these it has Rs 600 crore plus of treasury on its balance sheet which is equivalent to 9-10% of its market capitalization. There can be
a big buyback announced soon which can lead to a significant up-move in the stock price.

Our View
All these factors lead us to believe that sales & operating profits can compound at 9.3% & 11.6% respectively for a period of five years
from FY20-FY25. Given an exit multiple of 30 times, our target price on the stock is Rs 1250 leaving an absolute upside of 46% & 17%
CAGR (including dividends).
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India Pesticides Ltd

CMP 297 | Target 431 | Potential Upside 45%

BSE Code | 543311

Key Thesis
The availability of land, skilled labour and the country's cost-effective production make India the fourth-largest producer of crop protection
chemicals in the world today. India is anticipated to become a manufacturing hub for crop protection chemicals in the future.
We found a recently listed player, that makes raw materials for agrochemical companies & we think there is a significant upside here. India
Pesticides Ltd (IPL) is the sole Indian manufacturer and among the top five manufacturers globally for several technicals (i.e raw materials used
in agrochemicals). The portfolio of the business includes 8 technical, 30 formulations and 2 APIs.
Agrochemical market is bifurcated into insecticides, fungicides & herbicides. Amidst this, fungicides and herbicides account for 70% of the
agrochemical market with a $57 billion market size. This gives IPL plenty of space to expand as it is pre-dominantly present in this space.
Additionally, since it is the only manufacturer of five key technical products in India, domestic revenues grew at a CAGR of 31% from FY19 to FY22.
The company gets 50% of its revenue from long-term contracts, which gives visibility about future revenues and profits.
It is set to expand its manufacturing capacities by two and half times. This expansion plan will bring the next stage of growth and can add Rs
700-800 crores (2X than current revenue) to the top line in the next three years.
Another big trigger is its entry into the formulation space. Since it supplies raw material to agrochemical players- If it creates a good brand of its
own, there is a sizable opportunity in the formulation space as well. Formulation revenue has grown at a CAGR of 27% from FY19-FY22.

Our View
All these factors make us positive on India Pesticides Ltd. We give an exit multiple of IPL of 21 times to derive a target price of Rs 431
from a March 2025 perspective. This implies absolute returns of 45% & compounded annual growth returns (CAGR) returns of 16%.
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Delta Corp Ltd

CMP 219 | Target 300 | Potential Upside 37%

BSE Code | 532848

Key Thesis
The biggest organized casino player of India garnering a market share of 55% is available at a market capitalization of just Rs 4800 Cr ! The market
capitalization of the biggest global player if converted to rupees is 3 Lakh Cr So, the potential is huge for Delta Corp.
Gamblers & smokers never stop their habits. And this is something we are banking on! With revamp of if its current ship & some legal cases
working in its favour- there could be a huge scope for revenues to expand. Its current gaming positions is 2000+ & with the revamp of its ship
named Deltin Caravela it will be almost doubling its gaming positions to 4000 by December 2023. And the incremental revenue potential of this
revamped ship is Rs 350-400 crore.
To add, another major trigger is Deltin Daman which will start contributing to revenues from day 1 if a favourable legal decision is obtained by
them in Mumbai High Court. Geographically, Daman is situated 120-190 kms away from densely populated cities like Surat & Mumbai which will
provide a great revenue opportunity for Delta.
Monetizing its online gaming platforms is also a near-term trigger. Adda52.com and Addagames.com are two of the key platforms owned by Delta
Gaming, which has a market share of more than 50% in online poker. Revenue of these platforms have grown at a CAGR of 18% and Delta Corp
has already filled a DRHP with SEBI to monetize these assets.
Apart from this, it is setting up a large land casino in Goa for which it has acquired a 100 acre land near Goa airport. Though, this is a longer-term
trigger which will play out in FY25 onwards.

Our View
Our target price on the stock is Rs 300 from an FY25 perspective implying potential absolute and CAGR returns of 37% & 14%
respectively. This is a high-risk stock as gambling is perceived to be a bad vice in the country & there are high regulatory risks & hence,
we don’t recommend to clients to make outsized investments on this stock.
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Cera Sanitaryware Ltd
BSE Code | 532443

CMP 5500 | Target 7400 | Potential Upside 35%

Key Thesis
Cera sanitaryware derives 52% of its revenues from sanitaryware, 34% from faucets and balance 14% from tiles.
Facuetware is a division we are betting big on!
It’s the Number 2 player in this vertical. Around Rs 480 core worth of revenues in FY22 (i.e 33% of its overall revenues) were derived from this
vertical. This vertical grew by 41.1% in FY22.
In our recent interaction with management they stated that revenues from faucetware will double in two years & will reach Rs 1000 crore by FY22.
This implies a CAGR of 44% in the next two years in this division.
Premiumization in faucets is also a key theme which will drive margins. There is incremental demand for better margin & high valued products
such as powder coated faucet which will drive margins higher. The market size of facuetware is Rs 11000 crore & Cera’s market share in this
industry is 4.4%. Still, 50%of the market is unorganized & there is huge scope to grab market share. And we are very optimistic on this segment.
Sanitaryware
75-80% of the sanitaryware industry is organized. Cera is the market leader in sanitaryware industry closely followed by Jaguar and Hindustan
Sanitaryware & Industries Ltd (HSIL).
The strong brand of Cera has helped them to take steep price hikes. They have taken price hikes in the range of 26-30% in sanitaryware &
faucetware in around fifteen months. Despite such steep hikes, there are talks of one more round of hikes. And on the other hand, raw material
costs are cooling off & this is going to be hugely positive for the margins.

Our View
Our target price on the stock is Rs 7400 from a one-and-a-half-year perspective. This leads to an absolute upside of 35% & 23% CAGR
from current levels. We have given a exit multiple to Cera of 35 times while deriving at our target price.
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Axis Bank

CMP 820 | Target 1100 | Potential Upside 34%

BSE Code | 532215

Key Thesis
Axis is the third largest private sector bank in the country. Its market share in overall advances of scheduled banks in the country has increased
from 3% in FY10 to more than 6% in FY22.
Composition of loan book has shifted drastically towards retail loans from 35% in FY13 to 55% in FY22. Bank has a healthy capital adequacy ratio
(CAR) of 18.54% giving it the firepower to grow its loan book as the economy is recovering.
Economic activities have picked up significantly & is visible in GST collections, credit growth data PMI manufacturing index, consumer
confidence index. The buoyant commentary was visible in Axis retail disbursements which grew by 30% QoQ in its June 2022 quarter results.
Further, banks are talking about acceleration in government spending & early signs of a pickup in private capital expenditure cycle. This will boost
demand for credit which will be good for banks & Axis going forward.
Axis has one of the lowest restructured book among the private sector banks at 0.52% of advances implying that there won't be any negative
surprises on asset quality book from this book. To add, its standard assets coverage ratio is best in class at 1.77% of advances implying that Axis
has enough excess provisions to take care of any negative surprises emerging from future covid waves. Improving asset quality with a lower
provisioning requirement to boost profitability going ahead.

Our View
Axis is trading at a price/adjusted book value of 2.1 times. We believe, with an improving return matrix at Axis could trigger a re-rating
cycle. Given the tailwinds from recovering economy, well provisioned balance sheet & healthy capital adequacy, we give a thumps up to
Axis. Our target price on the stock is Rs 1100 implying a absolute returns of 34% from a one and a half year perspective.
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PSP Project

CMP 572 | Target 749 | Potential Upside 31%

BSE Code | 540544

Key Thesis
One key factor behind this strong performance is the execution skills of PSP. There has hardly been any instance, wherein PSP has delivered the
project after its deadline. Adoption of SAP system to mobilize its resources and supervision of projects by the promoter himself, has led to PSP
delivering on-time projects.
On-time delivery of projects is a priority for the corporate clientele. The sooner the construction work gets completed, the sooner the client can
start production or rendering services at the constructed unit. Excellent execution skills coupled with great quality of work has led to corporate
clients preferring PSP over others. This is well reflected in the orders as secured from the same clients.
Since their incorporation in Fiscal 2009, the company has executed 29 projects for Cadila Healthcare Limited and its affiliates, fifteen projects for
Torrent Pharmaceuticals Limited and its affiliates and four projects for Nirma Limited and its affiliates. And if this does not impress you…this data
will- It has build six of the eight private building projects in the first smart city of India ‘Gift City’.
This execution skills, has enabled the company to grow its revenues and profits exponentially over the past years.
The company has a strong order book which is 2.63 times its FY22 revenues. This provides strong revenue visibility in the coming years. The order
book is expected to be materialized as revenues in the next two years.

Our View
We have given the company an exit multiple of 15x and have derived at our target price of Rs 749 from an FY24 perspective. This leads
to an absolute upside of 31% & 20% CAGR from current levels.
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Nippon Life India Asset Management Ltd
BSE Code | 540767

CMP 269 | Target 345 | Potential Upside 28%

Key Thesis
Can you believe, there are just 3.37 crore mutual fund investors in India. And we are a population of 138 crores. This means just 2.4% of India's
population invests in mutual fund. Another matrix showing under-penetration is gross household savings parked in mutual funds. Of the gross
household savings in India, just 1.9% got parked in mutual funds in FY20.
The best bet to capitalize on this opportunity is to buy Nippon Life AMC. Nippon is the fourth largest AMC in the country with a market share in
AUM of around 7.3%.
Nippon is going very aggressive on the passive front. This is giving it a first mover advantage in a sub-category which is growing at a CAGR of 51%
CAGR in preceding three years. Volumes share in ETFs is a massive 74% & this leads to HNIs preferring their ETFs to avoid impact costs. Its market
share in ETFs at 14% is almost 2x the company's overall share. We believe, this is a big opportunity & if capitalized well- this business can create
huge operating leverage & have a positive impact on absolute margins in the longer run.
The company is also making significant strides in recouping its lost market share in the debt schemes. The market share in debt schemes had
fallen to 6.6% in FY20 from 10.2% in FY19. This has now increased to 7.1% in FY22. The continuous improvement in market share bodes well for the
company.

Our View
The stock has corrected by a decent 43% from its 52 week high's. The dividend yield on the stock is at a healthy 4.07%. We value the
stock at 20 times FY24 earnings and derive at a target price of Rs 345 from a March 2024 perspective. This implies a CAGR of 18.7% from
the current market price and absolute returns of 28%.
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KPIT Technologies Ltd

Reco Price 635 | Target 890 | SL 535

BSE Code | 542651

Key Thesis
KPITTECH, after making a record high of 801 in January 2022, corrected to 440 in May and has rebounded since then.
On the week ended 23rd September, it closed above the upper band of weekly bollinger band with good volumes and has also crossed the top
made that week, confirming the breakout.
It can be bought at current level for the target of 890, Stop-loss should be placed at 535 on weekly closing basis.

Weekly chart of KPIT
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CSB Bank
BSE Code | 542867

Reco Price 245.50 | Target 324 | SL 201

Key Thesis
After making a record high of 374 in July 2021, the stock tumbled to 178 in June 2022 and has rebounded since then.
After falling below it’s 200-DMA in November 2021, the stock closed above this hurdle for the first time in early September and has been trading
above this average since then.
The stock is now breaking out from a big trend line resistance adjoining tops made in July and October 2021.
It can be accumulated in 246-224 range for the target of 324; Stop-loss should be placed at 201 on weekly closing basis.

Weekly chart of CSB Bank
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Rail Vikas Nigam Ltd

Reco Price 38 | Target 48 | SL 31.65

BSE Code | 542649

Key Thesis
RVNL, after making a record high of 44.80 in October 2021, corrected to 29 in February 2022, where it found support near it’s 34-month moving
average.
The stock rebounded from there and again corrected to make a double bottom by making a bottom of 29.05 in June 2022.
The recently confirmed a breakout from an “Descending Triangle” formation on it’s weekly chart.
It can be accumulated in 38-33.50 range for the target of 48 over next 10-12 months; Stop-loss should be placed at 31.65 on weekly closing basis.

Weekly chart of RVNL
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Polycab Ltd
BSE Code | 542652

Reco Price 2720 | Target 3535 | SL 2365

Key Thesis
POLYCAB, after making a top of 2820 in April, corrected sharply to 2044 in June where it found support near it’s 20-month moving average.
The stock rebounded since then and is now breaking out from the trendline adjoining tops made in April and September.
It can be accumulated in 2720-2450 range for the target of 3535 over next 10-12 months; Stop-loss should be placed at 2365 on weekly closing
basis.

Weekly chart of Polycab
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